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Abstract   Light scattering belongs to a class of techniques known as area-
integrating methods for measuring surface texture. Rather than relying on coordi-
nate measurements of surface points, these methods probe an area of the surface 
altogether and yield parameters that are characteristic of the texture of the area as 
a whole. The specular beam intensity, the angle resolved scatter, and the angle in-
tegrated scatter are examples of measurands from light scattering that can yield 
useful parameters of the surface texture. Uses of light scatter for inspecting the 
surfaces of mechanical and optical components as well as surfaces produced in 
semiconductor manufacturing are primarily reviewed here. Several documentary 
standards describing best practices are also briefly reviewed.  
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12.1 Introduction  

Since the beginnings of optical technology in ancient times (Flinn 2010), people 
have understood that smooth surfaces are mirror-like and that rough surfaces scat-
ter light in many directions. This phenomenon of light scattering has been used 
since the early 1960s (Bennett and Porteus 1961, Bennett and Mattsson 1989, 
Griffiths et al. 1994) to help quantify surface roughness. The theory is well found-
ed and has been extensively developed, and the designs of light scattering instru-
mentation have greatly varied. In this chapter the theory of light scattering from 
surfaces will be briefly outlined, and a number of different ways in which light 
scatter can be used to measure surface roughness will be described.  
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Fig. 12.1 A classification of surface texture measurement methods with ex-

amples (Vorburger et al. 2007, ISO 2010a) 

As indicated in Chap. 1, methods for measuring rough surfaces may be classi-
fied into three types (Fig. 12.1): line profiling, areal topography and area-
integrating (Vorburger et al. 2007, ISO 2010a). Line profiling and areal topogra-
phy methods are coordinate based and are similar to one another. Area-integrating 
methods are quite different. These methods sense an area of the surface as a whole 
and provide a measure of the overall surface roughness of that area, perhaps even 
with a single measured parameter. The most widely used of these methods are 
based on light scattering. We illustrate two important types of light scatter meth-
ods: angle resolved scatter (Fig. 12.2), where the light scattered in different direc-
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tions is measured and analyzed, and total integrated scatter (Fig. 12.3), where es-
sentially all of the light that is not specularly reflected is captured.  
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Figure 12.2 Schematic diagram of light scattering from a rough surface 

and an angle resolved detection system consisting here of a number of detec-
tors. Alternatively, the system could have a moving detector. 

 
When a beam of laser light is incident on a smooth surface most of the reflected 

light travels in the specular direction such that the angle of reflection equals the 
angle of incidence, as suggested by Fig. 12.2. As the surface roughness increases, 
more light is scattered into different directions and the reflected specular beam 
loses intensity. The theory (for example, Beckmann and Spizzichino 1987) that 
describes these phenomena comes from electromagnetism. Specifically, the theory 
describes the behavior of the electric and magnetic fields that compose propagat-
ing beams of light and their behavior when boundaries, such as reflecting surfaces, 
are encountered in the medium of propagation. The focus of this chapter is on the 
specular beam and the overall angle resolved scatter distribution. Laser speckle ef-
fects (Asakura 1978) and changes in polarization upon reflection (Azzam and Ba-
shara 1977) are also sensitive to surface roughness, but such phenomena will not 
be discussed here.  
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Fig. 12.3 Schematic diagram of light scattering from a rough surface and a 

device for collecting the total integrated scattered light (TIS)  

12.2 Basic theory  

A relatively simple theory for an electromagnetic boundary problem is illus-
trated in Fig. 12.4. The light is incident from the upper left with direction vector 

iK
r

, and it illuminates an area of an undulating (rough) surface. To simplify the 
geometrical arguments here, it is assumed that the surface is smooth along the y-
direction and that the light is incident in the x-z plane as shown. The reflected light 
is scattered into a wide range of angles θs in the circle above the surface. If the 
surface is only moderately rough most of the reflected light proceeds in the specu-
lar direction associated with reflection from the mean plane of the surface. For the 
2D schematic diagram shown here, the specular direction is such that θspec = θi. In 
addition, if the surface is transparent, some of the light will travel through the ma-
terial, but that situation will not be discussed here, and only the reflected light will 
be described.  
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Fig. 12.4 Schematic diagram of key quantities associated with the electro-
magnetic boundary value problem describing light scattering from a rough 
surface. The incoming plane wave has direction vector iK

r
 with polar angle θi 

with respect to the normal n
r

 of the mean plane of the surface. The theory 
aims to calculate the electric field in any direction θs from knowledge of the 
incident electric field Ei and the surface roughness z(x). 

The boundary value problem that models the light-surface interaction may be 
approximated and described by the following equation if the surface is highly re-
flecting and has moderate slopes (Beckmann and Spizzichino 1987) 

 
∫ •=

→L

sis xjFE
0

exp(),()( d )r V
r

θθθ
 

(12.1) 

where )( sE θ is the electric field of the scattered light, expressed here as a scalar, F 
contains a known trigonometric function of the angles and is also proportional to 
the incident electric field, 0 to L indicates the extent of the illuminated region, j is 

equal to (-1)1/2, 
→
V = iK

r
– sK
r

, that is, 
→
V  is the vector difference between the 

wave vector of the incident light traveling in the direction θi and the wave vector 
of the scattered light for a particular direction θs, the magnitude of both wave vec-
tors is 2π/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the incident light, and r

r
 (= xêx + z(x)êz) 

is the vector from the coordinate origin (O) to the points on the illuminated surface 
over which the integration is taken. 

Furthermore, the dot product 
→
V • r

r
 contains the mathematical description of 

the surface profile (x, z(x)), and the flux density of the scattered light is propor-
tional to ⏐E(θs)⏐2 and is termed I(θs). Therefore, equation (12.1) indicates how the 
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flux density of scattered light may be related to the surface roughness profile of 
the illuminated region and vice versa.  

Under a number of conditions, including especially the assumption of a Gaussi-
an height distribution function of surface heights, equation (12.1) leads to a rela-
tionship (Beckmann and Spizzichino 1987) for the magnitude Pspec of the light 
flux reflected into the specular direction given by  

 
},]/cos)(4[exp{ 2

0spec λθπ iRqPP −=
 (12.2) 

 
where P0 is the total reflected flux, and Rq is the root mean square (RMS) rough-
ness of the surface. For now, equation (12.1) for the electric field along a non-
specular direction θs will be examined. A useful simplification results if the sur-
face roughness is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light. Then the 

exponential term exp(j
→
V • r

r
) in equation (12.1) may be approximated by its first 

order equivalent exp(jVxx)[1 + jVzz]. The flux density I(θs) as a function of scatter 
angle may then be described approximately by the following (Elson and Bennett 
1979, Church et al. 1979): 

 

,)()exp(]/)([)(

2

0

4
1 ∫=

L

xss dxxzxjVFI λθθ

 (12.3) 

where F1 is another known trigonometric function. The flux density in a non-
specular direction is still a function of the roughness profile; however, the integral 
on the right hand side of equation (12.3) is a close approximation to the power 
spectral density function (PSD) of the surface profile.  

Equations (12.2) and (12.3) give two approaches to quantify the surface rough-
ness in terms of scattered light. Equation (12.2) can be inverted to yield 

 
,)]/[ln()cos4/( 2/1

spec0 PPRq iθπλ=
 (12.4) 

which indicates that the RMS roughness Rq can be determined from measurement 
of the light flux scattered into the specular direction (Bennett and Porteus 1961). 
This relationship is especially useful when the surface is moderately rough and the 
specular intensity is decreasing exponentially fast with increasing roughness, so 
that an accurate determination of roughness can be made from a measurement of 
the specular beam. Equation (12.2) is not at all useful when the surface is so rough 
that the specular beam is so small as to be un-measurable. It is also not useful 
when the surface is very smooth and the specular intensity comprises nearly all the 
reflected light. For smooth surfaces it is more useful to measure the small fraction 
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of integrated scattered light (Pscat = P0 – Pspec) and use the approximate relation-
ship (Davies 1954),  

 2/1
specscat )/)(cos4/( PPRq iθπλ= .  (12.5) 

This is the principle of the technique of total integrated scatter (TIS) (Bennett and 
Mattsson 1989, Stover 1995), an approach for which a documentary standard was 
developed (SEMI MF 2009).  

For smooth surfaces the angular distribution of scattered light is closely related 
by equation (12.3) to the PSD of the surface, which describes the decomposition 
of the surface profile into its component spatial frequencies f (= 1/d), where d is a 
component spatial wavelength. So a measurement of the angular distribution of 
scattered light can yield the PSD. The spatial wavelength d is related to the scat-
tering angle by 
 

 ),sin(sin)/2(/2 isxVd θθλππ −==  (12.6) 

 
which reduces to the relationship 
 

 ./sinsin dis λθθ +=  (12.7) 

 
Equation (12.7) shows the mapping between the spatial frequency (1/d) and the 
scattering angle θs. Small surface spatial wavelengths d scatter the light into large 
angles θs with respect to the specular direction θspec (= θi), and large spatial wave-
lengths of the surface scatter light into angles very close to the specular direction.  

Equations (12.3) and (12.7) have been used a great deal by opticists (Elson and 
Bennett 1979, Church et al. 1979, Stover 1988) to describe and measure the quali-
ty of optical surfaces, where the RMS roughness is much smaller than the wave-
lengths of visible light. For slightly rougher surfaces these relationships become 
more complex. Equation (12.7), in particular, is generalized to  
 

 ,/sinsin dmis λθθ +=  (12.8) 

 
where m is an integer (0, ±1, ±2, …). Equation (12.8) is the diffraction equation 
(Beckmann and Spizzichino 1987), which is useful to describe the scattered light 
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from periodic gratings of any amplitude and any combination of spatial wave-
lengths. A particular spatial wavelength d scatters light into specific directions 
given by different diffraction orders m.  

For ordinary rough surfaces, with a continuum of spatial wavelengths and 
heights, equation (12.3) is no longer valid, but for a limited range of slightly rough 
surfaces, it is still possible to obtain the surface autocorrelation function from a 
measurement of the angle resolved light scatter (Chandley 1976). 

One more relationship is important. Given the assumption that the surface has 
moderate slopes, it has been shown (for example Rakels 1989) that the RMS width 
of the distribution of scattered light (Γ) is proportional to the RMS width of the 
distribution of slopes on the surface Rdq:  
 

 .5.0 ΓRdq =  (12.9) 

where, say, both quantities are expressed in radians or as tangents. Therefore, the 
RMS surface slope can be obtained from measurement of the RMS width of the 
scattered light (Cao et al. 1991). This relationship is derivable both from the theo-
ry of physical optics and from geometrical optics using a facet model to describe 
the scattered light.  
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Fig. 12.5 Schematic diagram showing regimes of roughness for which 

measurable properties of the scattered light are paired with surface parame-
ters or functions that may be derived from them (Vorburger et al. 1993) 
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Now the limitations of these relationships in terms of measurable amplitude and 
spatial wavelength will be investigated. Figure 12.5 (Vorburger et al. 1993) shows 
approximate limitations in amplitude for the validity of the four approaches de-
scribed above. These limitations are expressed in terms of the ratio of RMS 
roughness (Rq) to the wavelength λ of the incident light. Note that the boundaries 
shown here are only approximate.  

For the smoothest surfaces the angle resolved scatter (ARS) distribution direct-
ly yields the surface PSD. A criterion for the upper limit of Rq/λ ≈ 0.05 was pro-
posed elsewhere (Vorburger et al. 1993). If the surface is slightly rougher, one can 
still measure the angle resolved scatter distribution and calculate the autocorrela-
tion function (Chandley 1976). At approximately Rq/λ = 0.14, this operation is no 
longer mathematically feasible (Marx et al. 1993).  
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Fig. 12.6 Comparison of Rq values calculated from optical scattering and 

from stylus profiles for a set of five hand lapped surfaces. The incident light 
for this study was ± 54° from the surface normal by turns. The diagonal line 
indicates a slope of unity (Marx and Vorburger 1990)  

Rq can still be calculated so long as there is a measurable specular spot (that is, 
the surface still appears a little glossy), but the approximate limitation there is 
Rq/λ ≈ 0.3, and only if the light is incident at a high angle θi where cosθi is small 
(see equation (12.2)). An example is shown in Fig. 12.6 (Marx and Vorburger 
1990), where the Rq values calculated from measurement of the specular beam us-
ing equation (12.4) are plotted versus the Rq values obtained from profiles meas-
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ured with a stylus instrument for a set of five hand lapped surfaces of differing 
roughness. The correlation coefficient between the two sets of Rq values is 0.986. 
The optical values are systematically smaller than the stylus values, likely because 
the spatial bandwidth limits of the two instruments are different.  

Finally, the width of the angle resolved scatter can be used as an estimator of 
the RMS slope of the surface using the relationship derivable both from physical 
optics and geometrical optics and represented here by equation (12.9).  

As with surface profiling instruments, there are limitations in the surface spatial 
wavelengths (d) that may be assessed by light scattering (Church 1979). The 
shortest measurable spatial wavelengths are determined, in light of the diffraction 
equation (12.8), by the largest angles of scattered light that can be collected by the 
instrument. For normal incidence light, the limit is d = λ, assuming that the in-
strument can capture light scattered right at the horizon. Conversely, long spatial 
wavelengths scatter light into small angles very close to the specular beam, so the 
long wavelength limit is determined in principle by the size of the specular spot in 
the plane of detection or by apertures in the instrument used to detect the specular 
beam, or conversely, by apertures allowing the specular beam to pass through the 
instrument. For smooth surfaces, where the index m only takes the value of one 
and higher orders are insignificant, this limit is easily determined by the diffrac-
tion equation with m = ± 1. For example, if the specular spot has a diameter of 
1 mm at the detector and the detector is located at a radius (R) of 100 mm from the 
sample, then the angular width of the specular spot (Δθ) is approximately 0.005 
rad. Assuming that the wavelength of the incident light is 0.6 μm and is normally 
incident on the surface, the largest measurable spatial wavelength is approximate-
ly given by 

 μm.120) rad (0.005sin  / μm0.6)sin(/ ==Δ≈ θλd  (12.10) 

For moderately rough surfaces higher values of m become significant in equation 
(12.8), and the limit is not so clear cut. In principle, rough surfaces with very long 
spatial wavelengths can produce measurable scattered light at high orders m out-
side the specular spot. Therefore, long spatial wavelengths, whose first order scat-
tered light may lie inside the specular spot and remain undetectable, may also have 
sufficient amplitude to produce higher scattering orders that lie outside the specu-
lar spot and are detected. Hence the long spatial wavelength cutoff is difficult to 
characterize for rough surfaces.  
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12.3 Instrumentation and case studies 

12.3.1 Early developments 

From the 1960s, a number of light scatter instruments were custom developed by 
manufacturers of optical surfaces and by surface metrology researchers but were 
not commercialized. One notable example is the goniometric optical scatter in-
strument (GOSI) developed at NIST (Germer and Asmail 1997) for calibrated 
measurements of scattered light flux. However, several companies have also pro-
duced light scatter products∗. Commercial glossmeters, for example, are fairly 
common, and physical standards for glossmeters have been developed (Nadal and 
Thompson 2000).  

 
Fig. 12.7 Schematic diagram of an apparatus to measure angle resolved 

scattering (Stover 1995, reprinted with permission,) 

                                                            
∗ Certain commercial equipment, instruments or materials are identified in this 

paper to specify adequately certain experimental procedures. Such identification 
does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment iden-
tified are necessarily the best available for the purpose. 
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Several other examples of commercial instruments intended for quantitative 
measurement of surface texture parameters are cited here. Stover et al. have de-
veloped a line of angle resolved scatterometers intended mainly for the study of 
smooth optical and semiconductor surfaces. A typical scatterometer design (Stover 
1995) is shown in Fig. 12.7. 

To assess the quality of optically smooth surfaces, these instruments operate 
over a wide dynamic range of scattering angles and flux levels. These capabilities 
are important for the study of very smooth surfaces, such as laser gyro mirrors, 
where small amounts of light scatter affect the function of the device and need to 
be specified. Typically, high quality scatterometers can detect scattered light flux 
ten orders of magnitude smaller than the specular beam flux as well as light scat-
tered within 0.1° of the specular beam by long spatial wavelengths of the surface. 

 

 
Fig. 12.8 BRDF from a molybdenum mirror measured as a function of 

scattering angle. The scale is logarithmic along both axes. Separation from 
the instrument signature and meaningful data are obtained beyond about 

0.1° (Stover 1995, reprinted with permission) 

Figure 12.8 shows a typical measured angle resolved scattering distribution 
function, in this case for a molybdenum mirror (Stover 1995). The distribution is 
expressed as the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), a quantity 
that will be discussed further in Sect. 12.4.2. Note that both the BRDF and the 
scatter angle are plotted logarithmically. The upper curve is the measured BRDF 
as a function of angle in the plane of incidence. The lower curve is the instrument 
signature, which is the measured function when there is no sample in place. The 
instrument signature represents scattering from various surfaces in the instrument 
and along the air path. Figure 12.8 shows BRDF measurements over roughly 
twelve orders of magnitude and shows good separation between the mirror scatter, 
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the quantity to be measured, and the instrument signature to within 0.1° of the 
specular peak.  

A portable commercial instrument (Fig. 12.9), developed by Brodmann et al. 
(Brodmann et al. 1985, Brodmann and Allgäuer 1988), was mainly intended for 
the study of moderately rough surfaces in a manufacturing environment and even 
during the machining process. The angle of incidence is near normal. Because a 
single housing contains both the light source and the detection system, the instru-
ment is useful (Zimmerman et al. 1988) for automated alignment with respect to 
the surface being measured, an important function for quality control of parts dur-
ing manufacture.  

 

 
Fig. 12.9 Schematic diagram of an optical scatterometer. IR LED stands 

for infrared light emitting diode (Brodmann and Allgäuer 1988, reprinted 
with permission,) 

Subsequently, Kiely et al. (Kiely 1991) experimentally showed for a set of 
hand lapped components the expected correlation between the RMS width of the 
light scattering distribution measured with the instrument and the RMS slope of 
the surface as measured with a stylus instrument.  

A different commercial instrument for control of surfaces in manufacturing en-
vironments was developed by Valliant (Valliant et al. 2000) and is shown in Fig. 
12.10. Once again both the source and the receiver components are located in a 
single housing. The angle of incidence is approximately 75° here. Mechanisms for 
monitoring and compensating for vibrations during measurements in the manufac-
turing operation make integration of the scatterometer technology into the plant 
environment possible. The instrument shown in Fig. 12.10 is one of several having 
different sizes and degrees of portability.  
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Fig. 12.10 Schematic diagram of Lasercheck optical scatterometer (Val-

liant et al. 2000, reprinted with permission). 

12.3.2 Recent developments in instrumentation for mechanical 
engineering manufacture  

The commercial light scattering technologies of Brodmann et al. (1988) and 
Valliant (2000) have been developed further for in-line measurement on the shop 
floor (Brodmann et al. 2009, Optosurf 2010a, Schmitt Industries 2010). The sen-
sor recently developed by Brodmann et al. has high dynamic range (16 bit), a 
measurement time of 0.5 ms, and software packages for roughness and form anal-
ysis. Following a recent guideline developed for scattered light measurement 
(Sect. 12.4.5) a roughness parameter called Aq is calculated, which describes the 
variance in angle of the scattered light distribution recorded by the sensor. The fo-
cus of the applications is the assessment of roughness and form of fine machined 
mechanical surfaces including automotive parts, such as finished bearings of 
crankshafts (Fig. 12.11), piston bolts, steering gearing components and gear 
shafts.  
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Fig 12.11 Scattered light sensor shown measuring the bearings of crank-

shafts (top). The scattered light roughness value Aq correlates with the R3k-
roughness parameter (bottom), which equals Rpk + Rk + Rvk (ISO 1996), 

courtesy of T. Hercke, Daimler AG (Optosurf 2010b) 
 

Scattered light sensors can be used in an oil-vapour environment close to the 
manufacturing process. Based on the specific capability of the scattered light 
method to measure polished surfaces, scatterometry has also found application in 
biomedical device manufacturing for 100 % measurement of artificial femoral 
heads. The sensor may be used with two precision rotary stages. One stage rotates 
the sample and the other pivots the sensor across the entire surface. Such a system 
is shown in Fig. 12.12. Sensor outputs are used for scratch detection and round-
ness measurement of the ball. The sensor detects scratches with depths of 0.2 µm 
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or less and a few micrometres in width. The uncertainty of the roundness meas-
urement is approximately 0.2 µm (peak to valley).  

 

 
Fig 12.12 Automated surface measurement of artificial femoral head (left). 

Scratch detection and form measurement along the equator and across the 
pole of the ball are obtained. Measurement time of the surface is less than 

10 s. 
 

The measurement of form with scattered light may be achieved by a triangula-
tion technique whereby the centre of mass of the measured angle distribution is 
detected and integrated along the scan direction. The sensitivity of the method as a 
function of surface spatial wavelength has been derived by Seewig et al. (2009).  

As an example, a roundness measurement artefact with different sinusoidal 
waves was measured by Seewig et al.(2009). Fig. 12.13 shows the corresponding 
roundness profiles in polar coordinates. A reference measurement obtained with a 
tactile roundness gauge is shown on the left side. The reconstructed roundness 
profile obtained with the light scattering sensor is shown on the right side. The Pt  
(peak to valley) values differ by about 3 %.  
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Fig 12.13 Left: tactile profile measurement of a roundness artefact with a 

Pt value of 10.75 µm. Right: reconstructed profile of the optical sensor data 
with a Pt value of 10.42 µm (Seewig et al. 2009) 

 
As mentioned above, the surface roughness can be characterized by the parame-

ter Aq, which is proportional to the second statistical moment, the variance, of the 
angle distribution. A mirror like surface has a small Aq value, and Aq increases 
depending on the RMS slope of the surface roughness. However, not only the 
roughness influences the Aq value. Any additional curvature caused by the work-
piece form increases the value of the parameter. The influence of curvature can be 
suppressed using a correction term. For a cylindrical workpiece the correction 
term is proportional to ( )2

zylD R′ , where D′ is the diameter of the incident light 

spot and zylR  is the radius of the cylinder. Correction terms for arbitrary form 
components can be calculated according to a mathematical formalism given by 
Seewig et al. (2009).  

 

 
Fig 12.14 Estimated and measured Aq values for spheres with different ra-

dii but with the same micro structure 
 

The influence of the workpiece curvature is shown in Fig. 12.14. Spheres with 
different radii but with the same micro-structure were measured. The circles indi-
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cate Aq values of the sensor depending on the radii. The solid line is the estimated 
curve calculated from a priori knowledge about the workpiece form.  

12.3.3 Recent developments in instrumentation for semiconductor 
manufacture (optical critical dimension) 

Commercial optical scatterometers have been used for many years in semicon-
ductor fabrication facilities and in hard disk manufacturing to monitor defects and 
particles on surfaces during manufacture. Some types are based on the use of TIS 
discussed in Sect. 12.2 (Schmitt Industries 2010). More recently, scatterometry 
has been widely used for monitoring and process control of the critical dimensions 
(linewidths) of semiconductor device features, even though that industry is pro-
ducing features with 45 nm linewidth or smaller, and the pitch of lines is often 
smaller than the optical wavelengths of the scatterometers. With this measurement 
technology, called optical critical dimension (OCD) scatterometry, a reflectance 
signature of a number of nominally identical lines with a uniform pitch are meas-
ured together as a function of angle, wavelength, and/or polarization. The average 
linewidth and perhaps other average geometrical parameters are then calculated 
from least squares comparisons of the scattered light signatures with model simu-
lations of the scattering.  

Rigorous coupled wave (RCW) based theories are the most common methods 
used to analyze scatterometry data (Moharam et al. 1995, Li 1996). Simulations 
with different parameters are pre-calculated and stored in a library to facilitate rap-
id comparison with measured scattering data, or the data are fit to the model by 
regression analysis. Recent work has also focused on applying scatterometry to 
measure line sidewall angles as well as linewidth and to measure lines with even 
more complexity and thus more parameters. There are also efforts to use scat-
terometry for photomask CD metrology (Hoobler 2005, Pundaleva 2006). It is im-
portant to note, however, that scatterometry is used with gratings and is not well 
suited to measurement of individual features or non-periodic structures, although 
the individual grating elements can have complex shapes. 

The accuracy of the OCD technique depends on at least three sets of factors: 1) 
realistic models for the geometrical structures of the surfaces being studied, 2) 
rigorous formulations for the electromagnetic scattering from the jagged, steeply 
sloped surface topography, and 3) a priori knowledge of the optical properties of 
the materials. Under these conditions it is often possible to calculate the average 
linewidth and other geometrical parameters of the fabricated features. Scatterome-
ters are sometimes used in the so-called θ, 2θ mode as shown in Fig. 12.15 (Ray-
mond 2001) where the flux of the specular reflected beam is measured as a func-
tion of the angle of incidence. Although higher order diffracted intensities can also 
be measured when the pitch is sufficiently large, virtually every commercial in-
strument measures only the specular component. Moreover, because different 
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states of polarization produce different angle-resolved scattering signatures, sepa-
rate scattering results are measured for s- and p-plane polarized light in the inci-
dent beam. While example measurements using the θ, 2θ mode are discussed be-
low, it is more common to measure either the specular reflectance (for example, 
Yang et al. 2004), or the polarization change upon reflection (for example, Niu et 
al. 2001), at a fixed angle as a function of optical wavelength to obtain the signa-
ture. The modeling procedure for these different data types is similar.  

 

 
Fig. 12.15 Schematic diagram of a variable angle scatterometer useful for 

measuring the specular reflectance as a function of incident angle (Raymond 
2001, reprinted with permission)  

One example of research results obtained with OCD scatterometry is from Pat-
rick et al. (2007) where scattering signatures were obtained for both s- and p-plane 
polarized light from linewidth targets fabricated on separation by implantation of 
oxygen (SIMOX) wafers. A model of the surface features is shown in Fig. 12.16. 
Silicon lines are fabricated over a buried silicon oxide (BOX) layer on a thin 
mixed boundary layer of silicon and silicon oxide, which is on a silicon wafer.  
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Fig. 12.16 Model of a patterned wafer surface used by Patrick et al. (2007) 

for OCD experiments. The model contains geometrical parameters, w, h, p, u 
(assumed to be the side of a square), t, s, and sidewall angle (assumed to be 

90°), as well as the optical properties (real and imaginary) of silicon, the BOX 
layer, and the mixed layer 

Many parameters were required for a complete description of the model in Fig. 
12.16. The optical constants of the silicon substrate and the silicon lines were tak-
en from the literature. The optical constants of the oxide and the thickness and 
composition of the mixed layer were taken from auxiliary scatterometry measure-
ments from unpatterned wafers. The pitch was not fit but rather was considered to 
be well known a priori. The sidewall angle was assumed to be equal to 90° be-
cause of the single crystal nature of the silicon and its fabrication (Cresswell et al. 
2006). The height of the silicon features was measured independently by AFM. 
The linewidth w, the undercut dimension u and the oxide thickness t were fitted by 
comparison to the model. 
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Fig. 12.17 Results (data points) obtained by Patrick et al. (2007) for specu-
lar reflectance of a patterned silicon surface as a function of angle compared 
with results (curves) calculated from the model of Fig. 12.16 with parameters 
yielding the best fit. The squares are for s-polarized incident light and the tri-
angles are for p-polarized. The optical wavelength here was 532 nm, the pitch 
was 2.1 μm, and the best fit result for linewidth was 297.5 nm 

One result for such a fit is shown in Fig. 12.17, where measured and modeled 
reflectances are plotted versus angle of incidence for s- and p-polarization. The fit 
of the model to the measurements is good, especially considering the number of 
factors that can influence the result. In this case the best fit linewidth was 297.5 
nm.  

Results for six different targets are shown in Fig. 12.18. Here the linewidths de-
termined by OCD are compared to linewidths determined by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). While historically, top-down SEM and OCD measurements 
have often not been in perfect agreement, in this case the residuals from a fitted 
straight line are only a few nm. This agreement was likely aided by a priori 
knowledge of the 90° sidewall angle of the target. 
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Fig. 12.18 Comparison of OCD results and SEM results for linewidth of six 
patterned structures (Patrick et al. 2007). The OCD results were obtained us-

ing the model of Fig. 12.16. 

An emerging technique, known as scatterfield microscopy (Silver et al. 2007, 
Silver et al. 2009), combines elements of scatterometry and bright field imaging. 
The scatterfield technique uses a bright field microscope with structured incident 
light instead of a scatterometer. Measurements of the reflected light are taken at 
the conjugate back focal plane of the microscope objective where each point maps 
nominally to a plane wave of illumination at the sample. Microscope images of the 
patterned surfaces are acquired as a function of angle. The mean intensity of the 
angle-resolved images is calculated and then corrected using a background scan of 
the unpatterned surface that was previously normalized by the known silicon re-
flectance. This mode of operation is similar to conventional θ, 2θ  scatterometry 
except that measurements are made with high magnification, image-forming op-
tics. Scatterometry measurements throughout the field of view can be acquired in 
parallel by breaking the imaged field into an array of small targets or pixel group-
ings. 

As above, the experimental signatures can be compared with simulations stored 
in a library of reflectance curves assembled from calculations performed for rang-
es of reasonably expected values of the parameters. A least-squares fitting routine 
is normally used to choose the optimum set of parameters that yields the closest 
experiment-to-theory agreement. When the parameter range is adequate and the 
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optical tools are accurately modeled, close agreement is achieved between the 
simulated and the measured curves, and nanometre scale agreement is obtained 
between the best-fit parameters and known values. Correlations between parame-
ters, measurement noise, and model inaccuracies all lead to measurement uncer-
tainty in the fitting process.  

An example of scatterfield data (Silver et al. 2009) from a grating of dense, 
sub-wavelength features in the 120 nm size range is shown in Fig. 12.19. Strong 
sensitivity to changes in sidewall angles as well as to critical dimensions below 
the conventional imaging resolution limits can be observed using this type of opti-
cal method. Good agreement between the simulated reflectance curves and the ex-
perimental data is also achieved.  

 

115 nm

110 nm

136 nm
 

Fig. 12.19 An example of experimental data points and library data fits 
(top) for a periodic silicon test structure (bottom). The pitch of the features 
was 300 nm and the optical wavelength was 450 nm. Three parameters are 
required to characterize the line shape in order to obtain a good fit between 
the data points and simulated curves. The four sets of data represent angle 
scans with s- and p-polarization taken in both the x and y directions. Good 

agreement with reference values was obtained for the top and middle width 
parameters 
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An example of fitting scatterfield data for linewidth features in the 40 nm to 
60 nm sized range is shown in Tab. 12.1 (Silver et al. 2009). These data are para-
metric fitting results for dense features fabricated in silicon using a standard front 
end semiconductor manufacturing process. The nominal ratio of pitch to width 
was 3:1. Tab. 12.1 shows results obtained from different techniques for compari-
son. This is an example of how accurate optical metrology can be performed if the 
data are accurately normalized and the parametric fits take account of the proper 
floating parameters. 

 
Tab. 12.1 Results obtained for height (h) and width (CD) parameters of dense linewidth 

features. The optical wavelength used for the scatterfield (OCD) results was 450 nm. The 
OCD results and small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) results use parametric fits to a 
stacked trapezoid model similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 12.19. The agreement between 
techniques is especially good for the top and middle CDs. Top-down SEM used here is not 
sensitive to line height 

Method CDTOP CDMID CDBOT h 
 /nm /nm /nm /nm 

OCD 41 49 63 56 
AFM 38 45 50 55 
SAXS 43 53 62 54 
SEM 35 49 63 - 

12.4 Instrument use and good practice 

 
Good practice for the specification and measurement of scattered light from rough 
surfaces may be found in several documentary standards and guidelines developed 
by different organizations, including the ASTM, SEMI, and the ISO. Some of the-
se standards are discussed below.  

12.4.1 SEMI MF 1048-1109 (2009) Test method for measuring the 
effective surface roughness of optical components by total 
integrated scattering 

SEMI MF 1048-1109 (2009) succinctly describes the apparatus, physical stand-
ards, measurement procedure, analysis and quality control procedure recommend-
ed for a measurement of TIS. A schematic diagram of the apparatus reproduced 
from the standard is shown in Fig. 12.20. The main feature is a Coblentz sphere, 
which focuses the scattered light to a single detector but which contains an aper-
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ture to allow the specular beam to pass through. The recommended design in-
volves trade-offs. Since it is difficult to measure scattered light right up to the 
specular beam and right out to grazing, the standard specifies a sphere with a min-
imum collecting angle of 70° with respect to the sample normal and an aperture 
that subtends 5° or less at the specimen. Therefore, a portion of the scattered light 
is not detected. Within these measurement limits, the effective surface roughness 
is calculated from equation (12.5). The document also specifies the use of physical 
standards for both diffuse reflectance and specular reflectance in the TIS meas-
urement process to ensure the calibration of the TIS results.  

 
Fig. 12.20 Schematic diagram of a TIS apparatus (SEMI MF 2009, re-

printed with permission from Semiconductor Equipment and Materials In-
ternational, Inc. (SEMI) © 2010) 

 
12.4.2 SEMI ME1392-1109 (2009) Guide for angle resolved opti-
cal scatter measurements on specular or diffuse surfaces.  

 
 

SEMI ME 1392-1109 (2009) describes procedures for measuring BRDF with a 
scattered light apparatus. The BRDF is defined as  
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 )cos/( rrirBRDF θωdPP= , (12.11) 

and is the standard approach for describing scattered light in radiometry (Nicode-
mus et al. 1977). A schematic diagram of the quantities appearing in equation 
(12.11) is shown in Fig. 12.21. An attachment to the standard, termed “Related In-
formation,” also describes briefly how the surface RMS roughness and PSD may 
be calculated from the measured BRDF through a scatter model.  The RMS 
roughness is calculated from the TIS, which is obtained in turn by integrating the 
BRDF function over the angles of the scattered light; the PSD function may be 
calculated directly from the BRDF itself.  

  
Fig. 12.21 Schematic diagram of the BRDF concept to describe light scat-

tered from a rough surface (Nicodemus 1977). See also SEMI ME (2009) 
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12.4.3 ISO10110-8: 2010 Optics and photonics — Preparation of 
drawings for optical elements and systems — Part 8: Surface 
texture 

Without describing mathematical details, ISO 10110-8 (2010b) characterizes the 
close relationship between the surface roughness and the light scattering properties 
of optical surfaces and describes drawing indications that one can use to specify 
RMS roughness, RMS slope and power spectral density for an optical surface. It is 
assumed here that these parameters for characterizing surface quality are derived 
from line profiling measurements. The standard uses a model with two parame-
ters, A and B, to represent the PSD 
 

 ,/)(PSD BfAf =  (12.12) 

 
between spatial frequency limits characterized by two more parameters, C and D. 
Fig. 12.22 taken from an informative annex of the standard, shows example values 
of the parameters for several different levels of optical finish. 
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Fig. 12.22 Examples of three power spectral density specifications modeled 

with the formula PSD(f) = A/f2, (ISO 2010b, reprinted with permission). The 
lines represent different levels of polish of the surface, and the parameter A is 

shown for each line. The PSD has the units of [nm2 mm] here. 

12.4.4 Standards for gloss measurement 
 

Standards ASTM D523 – 08, Standard Test Method for Specular Gloss (ASTM 
2008), and ISO 2813: 1994, Paints and varnishes -- Determination of specular 
gloss of non-metallic paint films at 20 degrees, 60 degrees and 85 degrees (ISO 
1994), are two of several standards written to describe the measurement of specu-
lar gloss, a property related to roughness that is important to the appearance and 
function of products. The standards describe similar specifications for gloss meas-
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uring instruments. In particular they specify identical choices for the angle of inci-
dence—20°, 60,° and 85°—along with the angular sizes of the apertures for each 
angle of incidence. Fig. 12.23, taken from ASTM D523, shows a typical gloss 
measurement configuration and is very similar to a comparable figure in ISO 
2813.  

 

 
Fig. 12.23 Diagram of parallel-beam glossmeter showing apertures and the 

source mirror-image position, reprinted, with permission, from ASTM D523-
08 Standard Test Method for Specular Gloss, copyright ASTM International, 

100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428. 

12.4.5 VDA Guideline 2009, Geometrische Produktspezifikation 
Oberflächenbeschaffenheit Winkelaufgelöste Streulichtmesstech-
nik Definition, Kenngrößen und Anwendung (Light Scattering 
Measurement Technique)  

 
VDA Guideline 2009 from the German automotive association (VDA 2009) refers 
to the light scattering method specifically used by scatterometers similar to the de-
sign shown in Fig. 12.9. The guideline provides information on the measurement 
principle (Fig. 12.24 top)—normal incidence areal LED-illumination of the sur-
face and collection of the scattered light by a linear diode array in a given angle 
range (for example ± 16°). The guideline also indicates the use of statistical pa-
rameters Aq (variance), Ask (skewness) and Aku (kurtosis) of the scattered light 
angle distribution for roughness characterization and describes rules for indicating 
those parameters in technical drawings (Fig. 12.24 bottom). 
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Fig. 12.24 Scatterometer schematic (top) and example (bottom) of drawing 

notation described in the VDA 2009 guideline, reprinted with permission. 
The term “Häufigkeit” means “light intensity” here. 
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12.5 Limitations of the technique 

The phenomenon of light scattering has suggested the promise of assessing rapidly 
a great deal of information about surface topography because, in principle, all of 
the information about the surface topography is contained in the pattern of scat-
tered light. However, there are both theoretical and experimental limitations to this 
suggestion. On the theoretical side, the assessment of surface texture geometry pa-
rameters from measured scattering quantities is based on models—valid, useful 
models, but models all the same. The RMS roughness (Rq or Sq) calculated from a 
model using scattered light measurements is not identical to the Rq or Sq value 
calculated from a profile or a topography image. This is principally due to the dif-
ficulty of matching the bandwidth limits of the two methods. In addition, the use-
ful relationships in equations (12.2) to (12.9) for assessing surface texture parame-
ters from scattered light are approximations that are only valid over certain limits, 
such as very smooth surfaces or surfaces with modest slopes or surfaces with 
Gaussian height distributions. When shadowing or multiple scattering effects need 
to be accounted for, assessing surface texture parameters becomes much more 
complicated.  

Experimentally, the dynamic range of light scattering instruments is often more 
limited than profiling instruments. If a single multi-element camera is used for 
measuring the light intensity over different channels or directions, the dynamic 
range of measurable intensities can be limited. Special techniques would then be 
required to attenuate the stronger parts of the scattered light with respect to the 
weaker parts, in order to avoid saturation of some of the detector elements and to 
maintain signal-to-noise in other detector elements. In addition, the range of 
measured spatial wavelengths is limited by the ability to separate the specularly 
reflected light from the scattered light. If an angle resolved detection system has a 
range of ± 20° and the light source is normally incident with a wavelength of 
500 nm and produces a specular beam with a width of 2° on the detection system, 
the range of measurable spatial wavelengths is only about 1.5 μm to 14 μm. A 
very good angular resolution and a wide dynamic range of flux sensitivity are re-
quired to assess quantitatively a wide range of spatial wavelengths and amplitudes.  

12.6 Extensions of the basic principles  

We have emphasized the metrological usefulness of only three properties of light 
scattered by rough surfaces: the specular beam intensity, the integrated light scat-
ter and the angle resolved light scatter. Other properties have also been widely 
studied for assessing surface roughness. These include 1) various aspects of laser 
speckle (Asakura 1978), 2) polarization changes upon reflection, which can be as-
sessed with ellipsometry (Azzam and Bashara 1977, Niu et al. 2001), and 3) the 
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phenomenon of enhanced backscatter (O’Donnell and Mendez 1987) character-
ized both experimentally and theoretically (for example Maradudin et al. 1990). 
One of O’Donnell and Mendez’s results is shown in Fig. 12.25. The specular-like 
enhanced backscatter peak was experimentally separated from the incident light 
by a partially reflecting folding mirror positioned along the incident light path.  

 
Fig. 12.25 Early observation of enhanced backscatter from a reflecting 

metal surface (O’Donnell and Mendez 1987, reprinted with permission). The 
angle of incidence was 40° from the right and the backscatter direction is 

+40.° The upper graph shows the scattering of s-polarized light for incident 
light that is also s-polarized. The lower curve shows the scattering for cross 

polarization, that is, the incident light is s-polarized and the scattered light is 
p-polarized 

Studies of solid surfaces using techniques employing visible or near visible 
light have also been discussed. There is besides a huge body of work involving 
microwave, ultrasonic, and radar sources for various applications such as the prac-
tical studies of ground, water, and atmospheric surfaces over large distance scales, 
as well as the earth as a whole, the moon, and other planets (Beckmann and Spiz-
zichino 1987).  
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